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RUNNING LIGHT OPTION:  
 
A single handlebar switch latches to the right or to 
the left. The actuating   mechanical lever may come 
back to the center, but the electrical switch remains 
latched and connected to complete the circuit.  
 
That’s why you have to push-to-reset or push-to-
cancel. 
 
Moreover, they are dual-pole type switches. So 
whenever you activate right or left signal: the marker 
light is disconnected and simultaneously the bright 
filament of the turn signals for that side is connected.  
 

Hooking-up this option will establish two 
separate channels; allowing signalMinder 
to continue flashing even after the handleba
switch is returned to neutral.  

r 

 
signalMinder automatically detects two 
separate channels established by hooking 
up this option.  

 
In this Step-2, Turn signal and Brake wires of the 
bike are connected to signalMinder, using the 8-
pin Running Light Harness.  
 

 Turn signal wires run from the front to the rear 
of the bike. So you can tap into them at any 
convenient location. 
 

 Status LED s will confirm proper connections. 
 

 Brake wire should be connected towards the 
rear of the bike. It should have full voltage ONLY 
when the brakes are applied. And less than 1.2V 
when the brakes are released. 
 
Use the Color Chart and a test light or voltmeter to 
identify and locate wires on your bike. 

 





 

BRAKE  INPUT OPTION: 
 

Next, verify the brake input hook-up. With ignition on, apply the brakes.  
 

 Time-out will be suspended while the brakes are applied, as soon as you 
release the brakes, the counter will resume. 
 

 All turn signals will flash as brakes for about 2.5 seconds, as long as the 
turn signals are not active. 
 

 Brake activated flash feature is ON by default. You can turn if OFF. 
 

PROGRAMMING BRAKE FLASH FEATURE: 
 

 Apply & Hold brakes first, then turn ignition on. 
 

 Immediately begin pumping the brakes at least 6 to 8 times 
 
This is a toggle function – it activates Brake Flash ON or OFF upon each execution. 
 
 
 
 
 

CAUTION!  If you hook-up the Brake Input only and not hook-up the Running Light 
wires, only the Brake Override feature will work. The Brake Flash Feature requires the
Running Light option hook-up. 

 
SINGLE DASH INDICATOR: 
 
In some cases, (1) dash indicator bulb may allow cross talk between the right left 
channels with the Running Light option hooked-up. To avoid that you can install a dual-
diode kit for the dash indicator, or simply replace that instrument bulb with a 12V LED - 
available separately. 
 If you bike has LED clusters, in most cases you do not need to use Load Equalizer. 
signalMinder is a fully solid-state device and as such it is load independent. However, in 
some applications – especially with all four LED bulbs – you may have to hook-up the 
Running Light option, to flash correctly. 
 

 Many of the replacement LED clusters are available with 2-wire or 3-wire inputs. The 
extra input is for marker lights. With Running Light Option hooked-up, the 3rd wire input is not 
necessary. signalMinder can control the LED brightness with the simpler 2-wire input.  
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HANDLEBAR SWITCH MODIFICATION:  
 

Running Light Option MUST BE hooked-up for this modification. 
 

Installation of the two opposing Return Springs modifies the handlebar 
switch for UN-LATCHED operation. signalMinder will automatically detect 
the momentary-On switch mode, and allow continued flashing. 
 
Metal Springs are spiral wound. When you compress it, each turn nests 
inside the next larger turn. Verify that there’s no interference by collapsing 
it fully. It should flatten out to height of one wire diameter. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

 Use Foam plugs as return springs, if you have to push too hard to activate the 
signals. We recommend cutting foam plug lengthwise and use (2) half-rounds. 
 

 Use Foam plugs if the switch cavity has open bottom and may cause a short with 
the metal springs inserted. 
 

 

 signalMinder is configured as dual channel device. When it detects that the 
Running Light connections are made, it diverts the current flow through those left and 
right channel connections. The handlebar switch merely acts as a trigger for the right 
or the left side. 

REMOVING TURN SIGNAL SWITCH FROM HANDELBAR: 
 
Typically the handlebar switch assembly is secured around 
the handlebar and has a split-housing. 
 

 To remove the handlebar switch, loosen and remove the 
screws that clamp the assembly on to the handle bar. 
 

 After the switch assembly is removed from the 
handlebar, spread the two halves apart to gain access to 
the back of the electrical switch.  
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Lever Activated Dual-Pole Switch 
(Chrome Covered) 

 
This is the most commonly found internal switch. It is applicable for most 
Japanese bikes. 

 When moved in either direction, one pole is 
disconnected while the other is connected. 
 
 

 The lever returns to center but the electrical switch 
remains latched. The lever must be pushed-in to 
release the latch. 
 
 

 The internal switch and the lever mechanism do not 
have to be removed from the housing. 
 
 

 As you move the lever from side to side, note the 
motion of the white plastic slider. An empty cavity is 
created to allow insertion of the return springs.  
 
 

 Using small needle-nose pliers or tweezers, insert 
metal springs such that the larger base is towards the 
center of the switch, as shown here. 
 
 

 After inserting springs, make sure the switch has 
full motion and makes proper contact. 
 
 

 Verify that the turn signals are activated in both 
directions before reinstalling the housing back on the 
handlebar. 
 

 If the movement of the handlebar switch feels too 
hard, you can cut-off one turn of each of the springs to 
reduce the tension. Or, use the Foam Plugs instead. 
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Lever Activated Latched Switch: 

(Plastic Case) 
 
This type of switch is also found in many Japanese models. It typically has 
Hi-beam passing button. 
 

 When moved in either direction, one pole is 
disconnected while the other is connected. 
 

 The lever slides freely to either side and returns 
to the center but the electrical switch remains 
latched. It must be pushed-in to release the latch. 
 
 

 The internal switch and the lever mechanism 
must be removed from the housing. 
 
 

 As you move the lever from side to side, note 
the motion of the white plastic slider. An empty 
cavity is created to allow insertion of the spiral 
spring. 
 
 

 Using small needle-nose pliers or tweezers, 
insert the springs such that the larger base is 
towards the center of the switch, as shown here. 
 
 

 After inserting springs, make sure the switch has 
full motion and makes proper contacts for right and 
left signals. 
 

 Verify that the turn signals are activated in both 
directions before reinstalling the housing back on 
the handlebar. 
 

 
 If the movement of the handlebar switch feels too hard, you can cut-off one turn of 

each of the springs to reduce the tension. Or, use the Foam Plugs instead. 
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Slider Activated Latched Switch: 

(Plastic Case) 
 
This type of switch is typically found in many Suzuki, Kawasaki and Triumph 
models. It may have Hi-beam passing button as well. 

 
 

 When moved in either direction, one pole is 
disconnected while the other is connected. 
 

 The slider moves freely to either side and ret
to the center but the electrical switch remains 
latched. It must be pushed-in to release the latch. 
 

urns 

 The internal switch and the slider mechanism 

 This type of switch does not require

must be removed from the housing. 
 

 return 

 As you move the slider from side to side, note 

ve up and down to latch the electrical 
 

 Cut a ¼” x ½” rectangular piece of stiff plastic, 

sert it over the up and down moving tabs to 
 

 Alternatively, you can snip the tips of the latching 

he 

springs to be installed. 
 

the motion of latching finger-like tabs in the plastic 
cavity. 
They mo
contacts in place. The object is to keep the tabs
from latching. 
 

such as the clear plastic clamshell package of the 
signalMinder.  
 
In
prevent them from latching. Lubricate it well to allow
smooth movement of the slider. 
 

tabs. This will also prevent them from latching. 
However, this will be a permanent alteration of t
handlebar switch. 
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Lever Activated Latched Switch: 

 
ype of switch is also found in many Japanese models. It typically has 

 When moved in either direction, one pole is 

 The lever slides freely to either side and returns to 

 The internal switch is exposed on the BOTTOM of 

 As you move the lever from side to side, note the 

 Using small needle-nose pliers or tweezers, insert 

 After inserting foam plugs, make sure the switch 

 Verify that the turn signals are activated in both 

 If the movement of the handlebar switch feels too 

(Plastic Case) 

This t
Horn button below the turn signal switch lever. 

 

disconnected while the other is connected. 
 

the center but the electrical switch remains latched. It 
must be pushed-in to release the latch. 
 
 

the top housing as shown. 
 
 

motion of the white plastic slider. An empty cavity is 
created to allow insertion of half-round foam plugs. 
 
 

the foam plugs such that the flat part faces towards 
the center of the switch, as shown here. 
 
 

has full motion and makes proper contacts for right 
and left signals. 
 

directions before reinstalling the housing back on the 
handlebar. 
 

hard, you can trim the half-round foam plugs a bit 
more and make them thinner. 
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 SPECIAL FEATURES: 
 
Running Light Option MUST BE hooked-up to use the following options. 

ME-SIDE CANCEL FEATURE:

 
 
SA  

re NOT INSTALLED) 

he flashing has begun on either side, returning the switch to the same side once 

Y EMERGENCY FLASH MODE:

(Does not apply if the Return Springs a
 
Once t
more and holding it will cancel it in about ½ second. 
 
 
 
4-WA  

itch, if the Return Springs are NOT INSTALLED) 

Flick the turn signal switch (4) times to the RIGHT- about once a second. 

 To end 4-Way flash, move switch one more time to the RIGHT and hold. 

SCORT FLASH MODE:

(After each right turn, push reset to center the sw
 

 

 
 
 
E  

et to center the switch, if the Return Springs are NOT INSTALLED) 

Flick the turn signal switch (4) times to the LEFT – about once a second. 

To end flashing, move switch one more time to the LEFT and hold 

RAKE FLASH FEATURE:

(After each right turn, push res
 

 
 

 
 
 
B  

d-up) 

e, applying the brakes will cause turn signal bulbs 

 This feature is active as a factory default. It is programmable feature. You can 
activate it or deactivate it.  

(Brake Input wire must be hooke
 
As long as the turn signals are activ
to flash as brakes. The flash pattern begins with fast flash rate, which slows down to 
solid ON after 2 ½ seconds.   
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FREQUENTLY ASKED QUESTIONS: 
 
 
INSTALLATION: 

rn signal relay on my bike? I can’t find it. 

m of your bike. 

kstand 
erlock or the dash circuit board. It could be hidden under the gas tank or behind the 

 on the bike but only two pins are used. Do I need to install the 
 pin? 

he 3  pin with a ground wire is supplied in the SM-3 package. It is required for 
 to work properly. Install it on the 3rd pin of the socket of  bike. 

 What do I 

our signalMinder came with a ground wire, it must be attached firmly to a good 
ion. Make sure the spot you have chosen is free of paint, doesn’t have any 

properly and I have attached the ground wire but it won’t 
art the flashing. It’s stuck ON. What’s wrong? 

reversed. Look at the diagram of the 
 – top left corner of the page – and compare. If you have to switch them, use a 

e from the original flasher. How do I mount 

ou can leave the original flasher in its holder. Find a suitable location nearby and 
he Velcro pad supplied to attach the unit. 

 

 
Q: Where is the tu
 
A: Please refer to your Owner’s Manual or the Wiring Diagra
 
There are too many variations to cover. The relay could be integrated with kic
int
dash. When possible, for more popular models, we have identified the location in this 
Guide.  
 
Q: I have 3-pin socket

rd3
 
A: Yes, t rd

the circuit
 
Q: I have installed the signalMinder but it won’t flash, nothing comes on.
do? 
 
A: If y
ground locat
plastic washers etc. It should be a clean metal surface of the chassis or the use the 
negative post of the battery. 
 
Q: My signalMinder plugs in 
st
 
A: The polarity of the socket on the bike may be 
socket
jeweler’s screwdriver to release the pins. 
 
Q: signalMinder is different size and shap
it? 
 
A: Y
use t
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Q: I have an 8-pin relay next to the fuses but I received a signalMinder without any 

ching plug. How do I hook it up? 

-13 

mat
 
A: The SM-3SV unit you received requires one wire splice. The original relay stays in 
place. Follow the instructions on page
 
 
OPERATION: 
 
Q: I already have running lights in the front. Do I still have to hook-up the option? 

 You don’t have to, but hooking it up will enable the other built-in features of the 
re 

ou will also have 4-Way flash and Escort mode flash capability. 

mly. While using the turn signals, they will indicate properly 
 flashing brightly. 

cing dash indicator bulbs with low intensity 12V LED equivalents. 
ou can turn off the running lights altogether. 

 If you have already hooked up the Running Light option, installing the Return 

 
A:
signalMInder. Not only will you gain additional conspicuity in the back with two mo
lights, y
 
Q: I have hooked up the Running Light option. And now the dash indicators are on all 
the time. What’s wrong? 
 
A: The dash indicator bulbs are wired together with the turn signal lamps on your bike, 
so they will also stay on di
by
 
If you do a lot of nighttime riding and the indicators glare bothers you, you can reduce 
the intensity by repla
Or y
 
Q: My turn signal switch comes back to center. Do I need to install the Return springs? 
 
A:
springs is the next logical step.  As discussed on page-20, the handlebar switch is 
electrically latched inside. Just because the outside lever returns to center does not 

to 
ame as releasing the latch. 

nce more. The same-side-cancel 
ure is available if the Running Light connections are made. 

 
 

mean it is in neutral. 
 
Installing the Return springs gives you the freedom of not having to push the lever in 
cancel, which is the s
 
Even after the push-to-cancel action is defeated with the Return springs, you can still 
stop the flashing by going back to the same side o
feat
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Q: I have installed the Return springs. But now the turn signals will flash only if I hold
the switch down. As soon as I let go of the lever, they stop flashi

 
ng. What’s wrong? 

 You have not made the Running Light option connections. Without the Running 
 option hooked up, as soon as the turn signal switch comes to neutral, there’s no 

 

 If too much force is required to push the lever in and activate the turn signals - 
her the spiral spring is not fully collapsing by nesting inside each turn or the 

l 

ts, all I 

 You don’t have to, but modifying it will make the entire turn signal system on your 

he brake override wire on my SM-6. But it doesn’t seem to 
tend the time-out even if the brakes are applied. There’s only that option to connect, 

 The Brake Override has a high trigger voltage of 12.3V at the input. If you test it with 
e. 

 I have installed SM-3S on my BMW F650 and have hooked-up all options. I am 

 Unfortunately the internal sliding block of the F650 switch rotates instead of moving 
 

 
A:
Light
continuity.  signalMinder needs alternate paths, so it can supply the current to the turn
signal bulbs 
 
 
Q: I have installed the Return springs. But the switch is too hard to push in both 
directions. I am afraid of breaking it. How do I fix it? 
  
A:
eit
tolerance of your switch is too tight. Try using the foam plugs instead of the meta
springs. 
 
 
Q: I have installed SM-3R. Since it is already pre-connected for the running ligh
had to do was to hook-up the brake input.  Do I still have to modify the handlebar 
switch? 
 
A:
bike fully automatic. You will not have the hassle of canceling the switch at all. 
 
Q: I have hooked-up t
ex
why doesn’t it work? 
 
A:
the engine running, there should be sufficient voltage to trigger the override featur
 
 
Q:
having difficulty with installing the return springs. Examples shown in the booklet do not 
match my handlebar switch. 
 
A:
linearly. This makes installing two opposing springs difficult. Using high-density foam
has worked for some owners. 
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Q: I can’t keep the coil springs from sliding down in the cavities of the handlebar 
switch. The cavities are open, they do not have plastic cap at the bottom. When the 
springs slide down, they cause a short and then the fuse blows. Can I use the foam 

hey sturdy for the job? 

ay flash switch, so the turn signal fuse may be small, 
 With all 4 bulbs flashing, the fuse should be increased to 7.5A or 10A. 

 I like the Brake Flash idea but all four turn signals flash if I use it. I don’t think the 

 Unfortunately the front and rear turn signal bulbs for each side are wired together on 
 So, signalMInder cannot selectively flash half of a connected circuit.   

 I have everything hooked-up and every option seems to be working. Occasionally 

 the 
 turn switch. Does this unit have a mind of its own? 

 
sh 

 Make sure that DIP Switch #4 is OFF since you have two separate dash indicators 
our bike.   

plugs? Are t
 
A: On some of the Honda VTX models, the switch cavity does not have the bottom 
protective cap. Therefore if the metal springs falls toward the bottom, it can cause a 
short and blow the fuse. Please use the foam plugs. They are non-conductive and 
durable to suit this application. 
 
Q: Every time I activate the 4-Way flash on my bike, the fuse blows. Is the 
signalMInder shorting out? 
 
A: Many bikes do not have a 4-W
such as 5A.
 
 
Q:
front turn signal should flash. Is there a way around this? 
 
A:
the bike.
 
 
Q:
the left side flashes once or twice when I switch to the right. And then the right side 
starts. Also sometimes it gets into the 4-Way flash mode even though I only used
right
 
A: You most likely have a SINGLE dash indicator on your bike. It is acting like a bridge
between the right and left channels. If you remove the instrument style bulb of the da
indicator, this interaction will go away. You can replace that incandescent bulb with a 
12V LED equivalent. 
 
 
Q: I have hooked up the SM-3R and everything works but only one dash indicator 
flashes. How can this be fixed? 
 
A:
on y
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